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ABSTRACT:

Although China’s leadership continues to refer to the system as “socialist”, few, especially
outside China, take this appellation seriously, primarily given China’s importance to and
integration into global capitalism. And yet, Chinese socialism’s legacy is not restricted solely to
the CCP’s self‐definition. In the labor movement and in leftist intellectual circles in China, there
are significant critical voices advocating for a non‐market‐fundamentalist political economic
order capable of addressing China’s problems of economic inequality, environmental
degradation, and the urban/rural divide. Marxist and quasi‐Marxist analysis of capitalism’s crisis
tendencies has been flourishing in the west, as well as elsewhere in Asia, since the 2008 recession,
and while anti‐capitalism has won few sustained political victories—although phenomena such
as Bernie Sanders and Jeremy Corbyn are not to be discounted—its renewed intellectual vitality
is a significant phenomenon. This talk focuses on contemporary left thought in China, on some
of the particular features that distinguish Chinese anti‐capitalist thought and anti‐capitalist
politics, and speculates on possible sources of political and social change.
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